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Place and r iotechnologies 
in  the  agricultural  research sy m of 

L.M. MONTI* 
PORCEDDIJ** 

* University of Naples, Italy 

** University of Tuscia,  Viterbo, Italy 

- Yield stability, of two objectives  of 
both fields. biotechnologies play an auspices of the Council of the 

of of and Scientific and Technological 
application of biotechnologies has  been  developed  in the of institutes. 

have out 5 since  1985. 1991 on, the by is to 
launch new technology: all activities specifically listed in  the 
tables. which to  the data  banks 

list of scientists, 
E.E.C. 

words: - - selection - - diagnostics - 
- Somatic - in  biotechnology - banks. 

- “La situation  et le rôle des biotechnologies  dans l’organisation de la reclierche  agricole en Deux des grands 
objectifs  de l’agriculture  italienne concernent stabilité des  rendements agricoles  et  les qualités organoleptiques  et sanitaires des 
aliments.  Dans ces deux  donuines les  biotecllnologies sont appelées àjouer  un rôle essentiel. Sous l’égide d u  de la 

du For& et du des Universités  et de et 
Technologique une stratégie de  mise  en  oeuvre des bioteclmologies a été développée dans les Universités et dans de 
nonlbreux instituts. Des projets intégrés,  pluridisciplillaires. ont été soutenus, pour une  durée  de 5 ans, depuis 1988. A partir  de 1991, 
le par le doit  développer  de nouveaux  projets dans les  donzaines de la production végétale, de 
sélection animale et de ln  tecl~nologie alinrentnire ; des tableau  donnent les listes précises de  toutes les opératiom l’avenir, dans 
un cadre nzéditerranéen, trois  propositions  concernent : de  banques  de données (productions agricoles, listes de 
laboratoires  et  de leurs progranmes), la formation de  chercheurs, des programmes bilatéraux  de recherche efltre  pays nzéditerranéens 
et pays de C. 

: Biotechnologies en - - Sélection in vitro - Haploïdes - Diagnostic - Transfornlation 
génétique - Hybridation  soinatique - Formation en Biotechnologie - Banque  de  données. 

Introduction 

Yield has been  the main objective in 
up to 10-15 ago. 

aims equally even 
The of in and the 
concept of sustainable that is of an 

compatible with the have 
objectives in the such 

as of quality and yield stability. 
scientists to give food quality in 

of and of safeness, 
which means the need to with a amount of 
chemical substances (pesticides, 
etc.). 

To yield stability, two ways followed, 
both in line with a sustainable the one is 
the of the damages due  to  both biotic 
(diseases, pests) and abiotic (cold, high 

and which 
in the and the second one is use of 
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the usually added the cultivation (mainly 
and 

The of 
sciences can also change in the to 

political needs, as it happened  in  the past. As 
scientists of public we know the difficulty 
in changing continously the objectives of 

this best is to have as top of 
not some specific objectives in the 

a 
knowledge of the physiological and genetic 
which basis of only in this way we 
will have sufficient flexibility to face needs. 

this context, of biotechnology becomes 
especially if with 

conventional techniques, as a technique to 
study basic and  fundamental 

aspects of the 

as in 
is that they mainly 

can be patented in some way. 

is a which 
can fit well economic system, due  to a 
low need of of and of economic 
inputs. 

The place of biotechnologies in Italy 

The of and 
with a good level of biological, physiological, 

genetic, in and a high 
possibility of biotech scientists 

out biotech fact we know that 
biotech is the obvious development of existing 
fields of high level and  that it is based on the 
development of these sciences and on 

This is why of biotechnology in 
the public in is to have these 

belonging to  the Council 
the of and of Scientific and 
Technological of 

ENEA and to 
public 

At that 
in funded by 

The of the 3 
the same, that is the aims of each 

identified in a feasibility 
study 

invited to join  in 
and to which 
submitted  to scientific commissions. Only a of the 

was accepted; with 
signed. A check is each six 

months. 

The advantage of this is that is stimulates 
biotech activity, and pushes 

them to in joint the 
among is  in as in 

many a difficult task, 
which is now a at least in the last ten since 
the National Council this action with 
some special called “Finalized 

The  biotechnology programmes 

Of 
with biotechnology in the is the  one 
funded by 

42 of which only 22 
accepted involving 91 belonging to 

public and 
The in 1988 and will last about 5 

with a of 
about 13 million USA The topics of this 

listed in Table 1. 

The of and of Scientific and 
Technological is funding a 

on which 
also of and Food Science. 

Only few topics as biological N fixation, 
seed quality, quality, disease 

This is limited to 
which  anyway have the possibility of 

with and public 
The in 1989,  will last 4 

of has a budget of 
about 40 million USA 

1991 a new called will 
funded by Council 

120 
of which only 50 accepted with a total of 

170 The lasts 5 
is a budget of about 15 million USA 

of 

and  the topics each listed in Table 2. 

in the field of 
have been out  at  ENEA 

Agency of 
since the beginning 

of the 70’s. 90-92 ENEA is mainly 
devoted to  the cloning of useful 
genes, to genes coding to 
diseases and pests; special emphasis will be given to 
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l The main topics of the 
of listed in  Table 3. 

companies in in the 
field of biotechnologies in some of which 

listed in  Table 4. The is a 
institution, located in the  South of in  the 

which  was in 1985 by 
and  the itself. At 36 scientists 

mainly involved in and 
cell biology with a emphasis to biotic and 
abiotic 5 the main 

at this 

Nuovo is the of 
biotechnological is 

out mainly quality of tomato and 
wheat. The main topics listed in Table 6. 

l Strategies for the Future 

is in on 
biotechnology and 
devoting this field. 

some still exist which limit a 
activity in this On. some occasions 

biotechnologies used and  not  to solve some 
specific sometimes they applied 
conventional techniques can still be exploited. Except 

biotechnologies 
time-consuming although they as a 
fast solving unsolved The 
fields in which the biotech can play a 

public genetic 
and physiological which basis of 

This aim implies of 
biotech companies that should be involved in  applied 

and a, good public and 
also is the definition of 

policy on new biotech 

and on into  the a 
that is  now discussion at  the EEC level. 

specifically plant genetic is 
the limiting is lack of 

suitable genes to because of the 
which identification and  the 
isolation of genes, between public and 

specific funded at 
level (i.e. at the EEC level) should 

Biotechnology for the 
countries 

is involved in 
with developing the 

system. is 
in  some biotech activities, but 

could be done with 
institutions. 

actions that can be in this 
and A data bank 

can be made on  the and on the 
state of of biotechnologies on these 
including objectives, and an 
up-to-date which can be essential to 

this kind of on  the 
typical of this of scientists is 

and is available to in the 
as the activity is 

EEC is funding a special 
developing and in this we could 
suggest a set of (say between 10 
and 20) of between EEC 

developing to 
be submitted to EEC all in have an 

of these advanced 
activities All should be 

and 
activity in only biotech 
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Table 1 - Programme of “Bioteshnology of Agriculture  and  Forestry of 

of 

1. In  vitro  techniques for cells,  tissues  and plants 

1.1. 

1.2. selection 

1.3. 

2. Control of plant  reproduction 

2.1. 

2.2. 

3. Plant  physiology  through  molecular biology 

3.1. 

3.2. abiotic 

3.3. disease 

3.4. Genes insect 

3.5. of quality 

4. Advanced  techniques  for  genetic  selection 

4.1. of diagnosis detecting of disease 

4.2. of genomic maps via 

5. Improvement of symbiotic microorganisms 

5.1. 

5.2. Non symbiotic 

5.3. 

6. Development  of crops for  industrial  purposes, production 
of biomass and  new products 
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Table 2 - - A 
Council.  Topics  of  research  are  listed. 

A. Biotechnology  in  plant  production 

A.1. Physiological and  molecular basis of resistance 
to biotic and antibiotic stresses 

of induced 

to low 

to high 

A.2. Quality regulating mechanisms 

Seed and development 

Seed quality 

Senescence and quality 

quality climatic systems and 

qualitative of vegetative 

A.3. Interaction between plant and  other  organisms 

of fungi 

basis of between and Leguminosae 

of the biocenosis between and non-Leguminous plants 

of - Azolla functional 

analysis and epidemiologic 

identified phytopatogens (mycoplasms, etc.) 

as 

of pathogenic agents 

A.4. Monitoring of environment  resources 
and crop management 

A.5. Development of cellular  and  subcellular methodologies 

Genetic manipulation of system in 

mechanisms 

and of somatic genetic in “in 

of methodologies gene into plants 

Gene identification, isolation and methodologies 

of plant - insect 

sequences 
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B. Biotechnology  in  animal  breeding 

. B.1. Innovative  biotechnologies for animal  breeding 
in animal production 

asexual development 

of efficiency 

Genetic manipulation 

Genetic evaluation of 

C. Biotechnology  in food procesing 

Cl.  Biological  bases  for  development  of  transformation 
technologies  applied to agricultural products 

Yeast selection use 

of as 

Yeast malolactic gene: cloning and 

of photosynthetic 

of metabolites, of enzymes and of components in  food 

and immobilised systems 

in food 

C.2. Raw  material  characteristics  and 
innovative  processes  for storing and  processing 

and vegetable 
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Table 3 - Projects  for  biotechnologies  in  agriculture at the ENEA 

- of plants with genes coding antibodies against and  fungus diseases 

~ - of plants to fungi and  to 

- of genes the biosynthesis of 

- in 

- of potato gene 

- species and  among  Solanum species 

- of species 

Table 4 - 

- 

S.p.A. - 

S.p.A. - 

S.p.A. - 

S.p.A. - Napoli 

S.p.A. - 

S.p.A. - Sissa 

S.p.A. - 

S.p.A. - S. 

Table 5 - Projects  for  agrobiotechnological  innovations of Agrobios 

- of potato of and genes 

- of tomato of 

- of 

- of 

- of 
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Table 6 - of biotechnology  research  at 

- of disease (“V) of plants by 
satellite 

- senescence of of quality 

- of quality selection of doubled haploids 

- Use of biolistic device (gene gun) to naked to of plants which be 
by 
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